
Ganesha - Paper Mache White
Face
Read More
SKU: 00527
Price: ₹2,623.95 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is entitled as lord of beginning and is the destructor of every evil and bestower of
knowledge and success. He is also referred to as the destroyer of vanity, selfishness and pride.
The elephant head of the deity is created out of paper with skillful perfection. Here the lord is
painted white with beautiful simple design with beauty, grace and purity covering his calm and
peaceful face. The lord having two big fans like ears are painted pink and this masterpiece
having a white trunk facing towards left bestows the devotees with knowledge, luck, prosperity
and success. So bring this mask home to enhance the beauty of your house or office and leave
your spectators speechless.
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Tiger Face - Paper Mache Mask
Read More
SKU: 00525
Price: ₹1,102.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
The Tiger is the largest cat species, most recognizable for their pattern of dark vertical stripes
on reddish-orange fur with a lighter underside. They are one of the most popular wild animals of
the world. They are fierce, ruthless, powerful, tough, dynamic and mighty. They are quite
cautious and energetic and have acute senses and sharp eyesight. The tiger is the symbol of
power and is the national animal of several countries like India, Bangladesh, Malaysia and South
Korea. They often appear as symbol or mascots on flags, coats, or sporting events. Grab this
ferocious yet attractive piece of tiger paper Mache mask home to decorate your house or office.
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Lord Ganesha - Paper Mache
Light-Yellow Face
Read More
SKU: 00526
Price: ₹1,575.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is entitled to be the lord of success and is the destructor of evil. He is also
referred to as the destroyer of vanity, selfishness and pride and resides in every living being
who is down to earth and humble. The elephant head of the deity is created out of paper with
skillful perfection. Here the lord is painted white with beautiful simple design with his graceful
expression covering his calm and peaceful face the lord can captivate the hearts of the
spectators. The lord having two big fans like ear painted pink and this masterpiece having a big
black trunk facing towards right bestows the followers with knowledge, prosperity and success.
So bring this mask home to enhance the beauty of entrance of your house or office or amplify
the aesthetics of your walls.
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Paper Mache Hanging Birds-23
Birds
Read More
SKU: 00729
Price: ₹1,554.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Hanging Objects
Tags: hanging bird, home décor, paper birds, paper
mache, paper mache birds, paper macie

Product Description

Paper Mache Hanging Birds-7
Birds
Read More
SKU: 00725
Price: ₹840.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Hanging Objects
Tags: hanging bird, home décor, paper birds, paper
mache, paper mache birds, paper macie

Product Description
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Pink Stone / Soapstone Konark
Wheel Statue 5 in
Read More
SKU: 00674
Price: ₹3,360.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table decor,
table top

Product Description

The splendidly crafted design is part of the world-famous Sun temple of Odisha, which is
impossible to complement enough. Make it a central focal point over your office desk or study
table. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 6.5 x 8 x 1.2 inch Wheel Diameter: 5
inch Weight: 650 gram
The replica of the Konark wheel:

The beautifully engraved Konark wheel is featured with a wide base for stability,
accompanied by two horses on each side of it.
The mesmerizing wheel can be detachable from its base. The spokes of the wheel have
also been wheel carved with similar decoration. Few elephant figures have been carved on
the base of the substructure.
The beautiful structure is made by the proficient artisans of Odisha, where stone engraving
is popular all over the world.

The architecture elegance: Great wheel of Konark

The great wheel represents the passage of time. Consisting of 8 thick spokes and 8 thin
spokes, which represents the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day, adding up to 24 hours,
which is a day.
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It is widely associated with the wheel of the Dharma Chakra of the Buddha. Known as the
"wheel of life". Representing the cycle of creation, preservation, and achievement of
realization.
The Konark wheel is the prime attraction of the tourists, gracefully decorated around their
axis and peripheries having a similar design at the bottom.

Placement ideas of the elegant decorative stone sculpture: 

The beautiful stone sculptures can be situated on the shelf, cupboard, and showcase in
your living room and office.
You can place it on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, and office chamber.
Gift the elegant stone sculptures to your dear one on their special occasion.

Tips for cleaning the decorative stone:

The graceful statue is made of Pink soapstone material.
Pink soapstone is widely famous for its non-porous and weather-resistant quality.
For cleaning take a piece of cloth or small brush to dust the stone sculptures.
The cleaning should be carried every other day, to keep the dust away from the surface.

Lord Krishna - Paper Mache
Mask
Read More
SKU: 00519
Price: ₹1,048.95 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
Lord Krishna is often depicted as dark complexioned boy yet attractive cowboy of Vrindavan.
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Krishna is the eighth incarnation of the supreme Lord Vishnu and the supreme power that
protects the universe from devastation. Lord Krishna is famous for his playful and mischievous
character and also exhibits the role of a brave warrior. He is often portrayed as a romantic lover
and also a loyal and dedicated friend. His famous tales of bravery as well as rasleela is famous
world-wide. He gives the world a brilliant example of selfless and pure love. This beautiful piece
of artwork is made out of paper and painted black with perfect detailing and a crown adorning
his head. So grab this exquisite piece at a very affordable price to amplify the beauty of your
walls.

Lord Hanumaan - Paper Mache
Mask
Read More
SKU: 00520
Price: ₹1,102.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
Lord Hanuman was the incarnation of lord Shiva in Treta yuga to help Lord Rama, the seventh
incarnation of Lord Vishnu. The lord took the form to defeat the demon king Ravana and rescue
his wife goddess Sita, the incarnation of goddess Lakshmi and Hanuman became the follower of
Rama since birth and became immortal for life. Lord Hanuman is the bestower of Wisdom,
physical strength, fame, courage, fearlessness, good health, vigilance and eloquence. He is an
epitome of devotion, dedication, fearlessness, bravery, courage and sacrifice. Here the lord
colored orange with yellow outer layering, with a crown adorning his head and pair of ear studs
studded on his ears. Bring this exquisite paper Mache mask home to magnify the beauty of your
walls.
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Black Ganesha - Paper Mache
Mask
Read More
SKU: 00528
Price: ₹2,625.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is entitled to be the lord of success and is the destructor of evil. He is also
referred to as the destroyer of vanity, selfishness and pride and resides in every living being
who is down to earth and humble. The elephant head of the deity is created out of paper with
skillful perfection. Here the lord is painted black with beautiful simple design with his graceful
expression covering his calm and peaceful face the lord can captivate the hearts of the
spectators. The lord having two big fans like ear painted pink and this masterpiece having a big
black trunk facing towards left and big eyes to visualize and bestow the followers with
knowledge, art, prosperity and success. So bring this mask home to enhance the beauty of
entrance of your house or office or amplify the aesthetics of your walls.
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Yagya Narayan Pattachitra
Tasar Painting
Read More
SKU: 00838
Price: ₹29,120.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings
Tags: canvas painting, home décor, interior designing,
lord vishnu painting, odisha paintings, pattachitra art,
pattachitra paintings, tasar paintings, wall decor,
yagya narayana paintings

Product Description

Kandarpa Hasti Krishna Leela
Canvas Painting
Read More
SKU: 00737
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor
Tags: home décor, odisha paintings, pattachitra art,
pattachitra paintings, screen print paintings, tasar
painting, wall decor

Product Description
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Paper Mache Hanging Birds-11
Birds
Read More
SKU: 00726
Price: ₹987.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Hanging Objects
Tags: hanging bird, home décor, paper birds, paper
mache, paper mache birds, paper macie

Product Description

Paper Mache Hanging Birds-22
Birds
Read More
SKU: 00728
Price: ₹1,512.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Hanging Objects
Tags: hanging bird, home décor, paper birds, paper
mache, paper mache birds, paper macie

Product Description
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Soap Stone Konark Wheel
Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00673
Price: ₹2,688.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table top

Product Description

Add the decorative emphasis with Konark Wheel Statue, by showcasing its artistic potential.
Refurbish your decoration with historical heritage and decorative impact, while remaining subtle
and easy on the eye. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 5.5 x 7.5 x 1  inch Wheel
Diameter: 4 inch Weight: 0.450 kg (450 gm)
The world-famous Wheel of time:

The wheel is a replica of the Konark wheel, with 8 spokes installed on a substructure
having similar decoration at their ends.
The wheel can be easily separable from its substructure. Two horses on each side of the
wheel amplify the beauty of the sculpture more elegantly.
The architectural delicacy is a masterpiece of the heritage, made by the skillful craftsmen
of Odisha.

The wheel of time:

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life". The cycle of creation, preservation, and self
realization.
The wheel is the base of the chariot, consisting of 8 major spokes and 8 minor spokes.
The spokes also signify the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day.
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Distance between the 2 major spokes is 180 minutes and the minor spoke between two
major spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one major spoke to the next
minor spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise
and the top center wider spoke represents midnight. To calculate time after the sunset,
the moon dial works just like the sundial.

Few placement suggestions for the home decor statue:

The minuscule can easily fit into any shelf of a cupboard and showcase.
Place it on your study, office, reception desk, coffee table, etc.
It can place at any office and home decoration as it represents the image of the world
heritage.
A decent gifting option for any official or personal occasion of your dear one.

How to care the delightful decorative stone statue:

The glorious decorative stone statue is made of Soapstone.
The chief advantage of Soapstone is its non-porous quality and weather-resistant nature.
For cleaning take a piece of dry cloth or a small brush and wipe the surface.
The cleaning should be done every alternate day to keep the dirt away from the stone
sculptures.

Radha Krishna - Paper Mache
Mask Wall Hanging
Read More
SKU: 00513
Price: ₹1,048.95 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, paper macie, wall hanging
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Product Description
Lord Krishna is the eighth incarnation of lord Vishnu, who takes form to establish the victory of
good over evil, pave the path to salvation for the people who are on righteous path and protect
his devotees. In his every incarnation he experiences every emotion of a mortal human life and
his love story with the milk maiden Radha is famous in the Indian mythology and is a bright
example of pure and selfless love. Here the couple is depicted as two equal halves. Lord Krishna
is coated black and Radha is painted yellow. The two beautiful contrasting colours are capable
of captivating every heart. With a bright smile and beautiful expression the divine couple
presents love in its purest form. So grab this exquisite beauty at a very reasonable price.

Sandstone Standing Blessing
Buddha for Garden
Read More
SKU: 01523
Price: ₹85,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Garden Sculptures, Standing Buddha Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols

Product Description

Standing Blessing Buddha for Garden 4.5 ft. A collectible vibrant weathered finish
statue to lend the illusion of age. Add this artisanal charm o your garden or lawn,
that integrates your garden with perfect harmony. Material: Sandstone Redstone
Dimension(HWL): 54 x 20 x 12 inch Height: 4.5 ft (Approx.) Position: Standing About the
statue posture: It represents the time when he is ready to teach the four noble truths, after
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attaining enlightenment. The statue is seen standing right hand raised to the shoulder, palm
facing outward, figures are upright and joined, gesturing to Abhayamudra. Abhay means
fearlessness. Feet are joined in immobile. Left-hand swings along the left side of his body. The
facial features show at peace with life. About Lord Buddha: Lord "Buddha" the founder of
Buddism. Buddha means " a person who is awake".  Born into a royal family, raised with all
lavish and luxury, married, and had a son until the age of twenty-nine he was oblivious about
worldly affairs. One day he went to Kapilavastu, on the way he saw an old man, a sick man, and
a corpse taken to the cremation ground, each for the first time in his life. Which disquiet him
while returning he also encountered a sage who walking in the street with a peaceful
expression on his face. So Lord Buddha forsake all worldly things, in search of the ultimate truth
and enlightenment. After peregrinating around for six years days and nights he finally found it
under  Bodhi tree, near Bodh Gaya by meditating deeply for forty-nine days. He discovered
human life is about suffering but deep concentration, spiritual awakening, and ethical behavior
are the ways to achieve enlightenment. Placement suggestion : For a soothing walk in your
garden or lawn, or to destress yourself, place the master peace there along with some color
stone, flowers, plants around it to rejuvenate the tranquil atmosphere around it. You can place
him near a water body or fountain, sidewalk, restaurant, park, etc. It represents the earth
element so placing him on the  Northeast, southwest, and center will be beneficial.  Care: 
Sandstone statues are more beautiful handling and age, dusting can be done using a cloth or
broom.

Sandstone Animal Horse Statue
Set for Vastu Home and Garden
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01515
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Ashwa Murti, garden decor, Garden Stone
Statue, Godha Murti, home décor, Horse Idol, Horse
Sculpture, Horse Sculpture for Outdoor, Horse Statue
for Garden, Horse Statue for Home, Outdoor Stone
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Statue, Statue for Home, Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

The sculptural option of horse statue will help you to set the focal point of your
home and garden. This horse duo combines beauty with sustainability in one
streamline. Over 1.5 ft rustic animal statue has endless potential application.
Material: Sandstone Redstone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 24 x 9 inch Height: 1.5 ft Width: 2 ft
Position: Standing About the subtle rustic flair statue:

The statue of the horse is standing on a  pedestal, with hand-engraved on the sandstone.
Stone carving is the age-old craft of Odisha.
Sandstones are weatherproof. That's why you may find them in many temples,
monuments, and other exterior works.
The skillful artists use the stone to engrave with many artisanal majestic on the stone.
The figures of elephants, lions, and horses are a common sight at temple entrances.

The horse statue has a remarkable role in Hindu mythology :

According to Hindu mythology, horses are symbols of loyalty, stamina, and respect.
The horse is the chariot of Lord Surya(sun).
The first horse has emerged from the churning of the ocean of milk(Samudra Manthan), it
was known by the name of Uchchaihshravas.
The Ashwamedha Yagya was performed by Lord Shri Ram. He holds the sacrificial ritual of
the horse after being positioned as the ruler of Ayodhya.

Disposal and benefits of the arresting horse statue: 

Concerning Vaastu, the horse statues should always be kept in the southern direction,
beneficial for fame, career, and prosperity.
The pair is beneficial for business settings, offices, and other areas where you want to
grow your wealth and success.
Use it in your park, garden, lawn using many more pairs as the area required in
landscaping, the front yard of your home, office, apartment, and restaurant.
Horses are used at the entrance of temples, specifically, of female Goddesses.

Safekeeping and cleaning instruction:

Sandstones are weatherproof and best to be used in outdoor ornamentation. So, cleaning
should be done every second day.  So dust wouldn't accumulate on the surface of the
outdoor statue.
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Using a broom or dry cloth for dusting is enough for the Outdoor Stone Statue.

Sand Stone Sitting Bull Animal
Nandi Statue for Temple and
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01514
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Bull Idol, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Marble Stone Nandi Statue, Nandi Bull
Statue, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi Statue for
Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Shiv
Bahan Nandi Idol, Shiv Ji Nandi Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Bull Sculpture

Product Description

A classic statue of the Nandi bull, sitting on a flat surface, is sculpted to bestow grace anywhere
it is placed. It is a  piece of serenity and divinity with superior durability. Material: Sandstone
Redstone Dimension(HWL): 10 x 15 x 6 inch Height: 10 inch Width: 15 inch Position:
Sitting
Features abut the graven image:

The heavenly image is sitting on a plinth base, with one leg tucked on the body while the
other is raised.
The bull is well carved, embellished with ornaments while engraving on the stone.
The blankets on his back, double row of necklace, the bull rope, resin, and the cowbell
hanging on his neck are all well carved on the sculpture giving it a life-like look.
The decorative engraved strap encircles his body, tied in a nut.
The brilliancy of craftsman on stone carving in Odisha is well known around the globe.
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The holy relationship of Godlike bull Nandi with Hindu deity:

The name "Nandi" means "giving joy". The sacred bull of Lord Shiva.
Nandi is widely known as the guardian deity of Kailasha, where Lord Shiva lives, according
to the Hindu scriptures.
In every temple of Lord Shiva, a humped bull (male zebu)is seen reclining on a raised
platform facing the entrance door of the Shiva Lingam, is seen perpetually gazing on the
god.
In many traditions, devotees conveying their wish in his ears is believed to be granted.

The sacred placement possibility of the holy bull:

Bulls are often placed in the entryway of most Hindu temples of Lord Shiva.
Placing a Nandi bull in the southwest zone of your office or house will attract loyal
customers and clients to your business. It saves the business from loss and unforeseen.
Also helps to get rid of unemployment, lack of promotion for a long time, a smooth path to
study abroad, and for the dairy business. Keeping at the west will be favorable.
You can use it for decorating the garden as a life-size bull, sure to be a showpiece to any
garden.

Instruction to follow while cleaning:

Sandstone is the most durable and weatherproof material, it gets excellent with age.
Cleaning of sandstone sculpture is not so hard. Only attention should be given on an
alternative day to get rid of the dirt compiled on the sculpt.
Use a broom or a cloth to wipe down the surface of the statue.
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Sand Stone Sitting Bull Animal
Statue for Temple and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01513
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Nandi Bull Statue, Nandi Sculpture for Temple,
Nandi Statue for Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone
Statue, Shiv Bahan Nandi Idol, Shiv Ji Nandi Statue,
Statue for Home, Stone Bull Sculpture, Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

Sandstone Snake Statue for
Temple and Garden Ornaments
Read More
SKU: 01512
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Naag Devata Murti, Outdoor Stone Statue,
Snake Sculpture for Garden, Snake Statue for Temple,
Statue for Home, Stone Snake Idol, Stone Snake Statue
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Product Description

A piece of the snake statue that will make your garden look ferociously unique. This sandstone
statue perfectly highlights the simplicity and complexity of stone carving in one go. Material:
Sandstone  Redstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 5 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Standing
Highlights of the handpicked stone sculpture of the snake:

The snake statue stands on the flat surface in the ground for better stability.
A distressed finish has been given to the statue to lend the illusion of age.
The scute design given by the skilled artisans has given the sculpt a life-like feeling.
The art of stone carving in Odisha is an age-old practice, which can be seen in many jewels
like temple buildings, various art crafts, etc.

Religious faith in the deific snakes in Hindu belief:

In Hinduism, snakes have a prominent role in Hindu Mythology. They are worshipped
widely as a deity.
A special day is performed to celebrate Nag Panchami in every month of Shravana.
Lord Shiva is always seen wearing a snake around his neck named Vasuki.
Vasuki is the same snake that was used in the churning of the milk ocean(Samudra
Manthan).
Mansa Devi is the Hindu Goddess, known as the sister of Vasuki worshiped mainly as the
goddess of snakes.

  Suggestion for placement of the divine statue:

The sacred place is firstly in temples, dedicated to Lord Shiva where snakes get
worshipped over the sacred Lingam of Lord Shiva.
Another place to sit him up at atop of temples of Lord Shiva.
Use it in your garden, landscaping, in the mid of an artificial water body, between the
flowery hays, by decorating a few stones, around it.
In the zoo, near the fountain, swimming pool are a few more options where you can sit the
rustic statue as per your decoration.

Guidance to follow while cleaning the statue:

Sandstone is the most durable material, so it is extremely easy to take care of.
Simply bathe the garden statue with running water.
You can use a cloth or a broom to wipe the stone sculptures.
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Dual Body Single Face Dopichha
Lion for Temple Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01510
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Do picha Singha Murti for Mandir, Dopicha Lion
Statue for Temple, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Lion Sculpture, lion statue for temple,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home

Product Description

Admire this unique statue of single-faced dual body lion, the king of the jungle will lend a
crowning touch to any outdoor decoration. The intriguing stone carving unearths the mythical
beast. Material: Sandstone / Red stone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 15 x 15 inch Width: 15 inch
Position: Sitting
The lineament of the quirky sculpture:

The dual body beast is sitting on a flat pedestal with a fierce look.
The uniqueness has been seen from the single face over the dual body of the sculpture.
This artisanal majestic statue has been carved by the skillful craftsman of Odisha.
With the stone and chisel, the artisans have given brilliant expression and features to the
sculpture, enough to make you speechless.

The mythological belief of lions in Hindu:

The lion has served as a Vahana to many Hindu deities like Goddess Durga, Goddess
Parvati, Goddess Narasimhi, Goddess Katyayini, Goddess Skandamata, etc.
In Buddhist culture, statues of lions are said to bring peace and prosperity.
Lord Vishnu took half lion half man form in his  Narasimha Avatara.
The lion symbolizes pride that's why it is sat on each side at the entrance of many Hindu
temples It is believed that they protect and guard the temple.
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Tip-off some ideas to place the  sui generis stone sculpture: 

You can place it at the entrance of any holy temple or atop of the temple.
It also represents energy and happiness. So placing it in front of the home or the office is
also beneficial.
You can choose to flank any entryway of the garden, lawn, and zoo with a unique piece.
You can place two same pairs of lions on each side of the entryway of the home, garden, or
any desired area of your choice. This shows power, strength, and wisdom.
You can place it in the landscaping design,  besides the fountain, swimming pool, or can
place it above any pillared structure center decoration.

Care and maintenance instruction for the decorative stone:

Sandstone is a material that can stand in any weather. It is popular for its durability.
Give a bathe to the sculpture in running water, or you can simply wipe the statue with a
cloth or broom to get rid of dust.
This should be done every other day.

Odisha Sandstone Nandi Bull
Statue for Temple and Garden
Decor
Read More
SKU: 01504
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi Statue for
Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Outdoor Stone Statue, Shiv Ji
Nandi Statue, Statue for Home

Product Description
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Paper Mache Hanging Dual Birds
Set-2 Pcs
Read More
SKU: 01499
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Hanging Objects
Tags: door hanging, hanging bird, home décor,
interior decor, interior design, Paper Crafts, paper
mache birds, wall decor

Product Description

Paper Crafts Coaster Set With
Holder
Read More
SKU: 01498
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Coasters, Decor
Tags: Coaster Organiser, coasters, dining decor,
dining table accessories, home décor, interior decor,
paper coasters

Product Description
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